Product Technician

Summary of Position

The Product Technician is accountable for working with the leadership team to develop and execute Product Development Plans. A comprehensive Product Development Plan (PDP) includes but is not limited to the following tasks: Scheduling, design, prototyping, testing, go-to-market strategy, etc.

This position will provide immersion in product development and rapid prototyping, along with many opportunities for personal and professional growth. The work will include a wide range of product solutions, varying materials and manufacturing methods. Additionally product scopes will range from retrofit components to large scale vehicle level systems. Join us at Davaus to be a part of progressing value creating solutions for the American Farmer!

Position Responsibilities

• Leading daily efforts for product development and project management
• Product design and modification, prototype fabrication
• Supplier collaboration, including visits
• In field testing and product fit-ups
• Product support: Technical phone support, field visits and farm shows
• Other duties as directed

Required Skills

• Strong mechanical skills, “turning wrenches” with a stop and fix it mentality
• Excellent communication both written and oral
• Farming background or exposure preferred but not required
• Basic agricultural equipment operation or “know how”
• Willingness to train and learn new methods and ideas
• The ability to assimilate large scopes to a series of smaller readily achievable tasks
• Strong leadership abilities, inspiring action from team members without direct authority

Contact Information

info@davaus.com
260-245-5006